
TERRORISM AND HOSTAGES
IN INTERNATIONAL LAW

- A COMMENTARY ON
THE HOSTAGES CONVENTION 1979

Joseph J. Lambert
This book provides an in-depth commentary on the Hostages Convention and, to a lesser

extent, the seven other agreements dealing with offences related to terrorism.
The first part examines the general background to the Hostages Convention, the growth in

the phenomenon of international terrorism and the various efforts of the world community to
deal with it.

The second and largest part of the book is an entirely new and comprehensive article-by-
article commentary on the Hostages Convention itself. Drawing principally upon the
preparatory work of this Convention and the other anti-terrorism conventions, the author
analyzes in detail each provision of the Convention as well as its efficacy as a whole in the fight
against terrorism.

Among the legal issues examined in relation to international terrorism are extradition,
asylum, mutual assistance in criminal matters, State responsibility, international efforts to
prevent terrorism, the establishment of extra-territorial jurisdiction, the principle of non-
refoulemem, the relationship between terrorism and the laws of armed conflict, and the use of
force in response to terrorism.

454 pp. including Index Published February I WO
I'rice: Hardback £58.00 (US XI 10.00) ISBN 0 949(X)9 46 6

LOCAL REMEDIES IN
INTERNATIONAL LAW

C. F. Amerasinghe
Executive Secretary of the World Bank Administrative Tribunal

This book examines the local remedies rule in modern international law generally and also in
the area of human rights protection. The law is presented in the light of State practice and the
jurisprudence of international courts and tribunals.

The author not only discusses the jurisprudential basis of the rule and its established aspects
but ventures into some important areas, such as the incidence of the rule, limitations, the burden
of proof, and the application of the rule to procedural remedies, in which the law is not so clear.
While there is a strict adherence to the requirements of juristic exposition and analysis where the
law has been more or less determined, the author does not hesitate to offer criticisms and to
make suggestions for improvement of the law in the light of modern policy considerations. The
book takes into account the recent work on the subject by the International Law Commission
which has not hitherto been examined.

There is also an appendix on the relevance of the rule to the law relating to international
organizations.

438 pp. including Table of Cases, Bibliography and Index To be published April 1990
Price: Hardback £58.00 (USX110.00) ISBN 0 949009 79 2

Air Mail Postage £8.00 (US S15.00) per volume.

Order from any bookshop or direct from
GROTIUS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED

P.O. BOX 115, CAMBRIDGE CB3 9BP, ENGLAND
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International Academy of Comparative Law

Xlllth International Congress of
Comparative Law

Montreal • Canada
August 19th-24th, 1990

McGilt

Congress Secretariat:
POC Group Inc.

84, Notre-Darne west, suite 400
Montreal. Quebec. Canada H2Y 1S6

Telephone: (514) 844-3000
Fax: (514) 844-4402

OXFORD • UNIVERSITY • PRESS

A new edition of the leading and most well-established
textbook on International Law

Principles of Public International Law
Fourth Edition

IAN BROWNLIE QC FBA
For this new edition, large parts have been completely rewritten to take
into account major changes since 1979. The work retains all the strengths
which helped it to win—amongst other acclaim—the Certificate of Merit
of the American Society of International Law: clear exposition, rigorous
analysis, detailed referencing, and comprehensive coverage.

0 19 825638 8, 800 pages £55.00
0 19 825639 6, paper covers £25.00
May 1990

Inspection copies are available from Liz Storrar, College Sales Co-ordinator,
Sales Department, Oxford University Press, Walton Street, Oxford 0X2 6DP
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC
LAW AND

DEVELOPING STATES

Some Aspects

Edited by
Hazel Fox

Contributors: Professor Gillian M. White, Stephen A. Silard, Dr. A.V. Lowe, Lady Fox,
Professor Eugeniusz Pioniek, Paul V. McOade
Preface by Sir William Dale

1988 ISBN 903067-29-3 Paperback
£14.50 plus postage and packing £1.00

ARMED CONFLICT AND THE NEW LAW

ASPECTS OF THE 1977 GENEVA
PROTOCOLS AND THE 1980

WEAPONS CONVENTION

Edited
Michael A

Contributors: G.I.A.D. Draper, L Doswald-Beck, M.H.F. Clarke, H.-P. Gasser, T. Glynn,
C.J. Greenwood, F.J. Hampson, F. Kalshoven, H. McCoubrey, M.A.
Meyer, A. Roberts, A.P.V. Rogers, R. Scott

1989 ISBN 0-903067-30-7 Paperback
£20.00 plus postage and packing £1.50

JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF
OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS

A Model Agreement for States for
Joint Development with

Explanatory Commentary

Research Team: H. Fox, D. Rankin-Reid, P. McDade, A. Strati and P. Huey
PART I - THE COMMENTARY: GENERAL ISSUES
PART II - THE COMMENTARY: THE PROVISIONS OF THE MODEL AGREEMENT
PART III - THE MODEL AGREEMENT

1989 ISBN 0-903067-31-5 Paperback
£35.00 plus postage and packing £2.00

Please order through your usual agent or apply direct to:

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW
Charles Clore House, 17 Russell Square, London WC1B 5DR

Tel: 01.636.5802 Fax: 01.323.2016
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The Exclusive Economic Zone
Regime and Legal Nature under International Law
FRANCISCO ORRECO VICUNA
This new book examines the many uses of the maritime exclusive economic
zone: as a protection for natural resources, an aggressive act in a dispute and
as a common form of boundary control. It explores the legal basis of exclusive
zones and their compatibility with modern maritime operations.
£35.00 net HB 0 52135135 9 320 pp.
Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law

Rules, Norms and Decisions
On the Conditions of Practical and Legal Reasoning in International Relations
and Domestic Affairs
FRIEDRICH V. KRATOCHWIL
Professor Kratochwil argues that norms affect decision making not by causing
actions but by providing reasons for decisions and that, under a set of norms,
reasoning can vary in style. He applies his theories to the practice of
international law examining the norms provided both by specific treaties and
by informal customs and understandings.
£35.00 net HB 0 521 35398 X 333 pp.
Cambridge Studies in International Relations 2

Developments in the Law of Treaties
SHABTAI ROSENNE
Closely involved with the work of the United Nations on maritime and
international treaty law, Shabtai Rosenne examines the legal problems arising
from the UN Conventions of 1969,1978 and 1986 on the law of treaties. The
book focuses on the practical needs and interests of practitioners.
£50.00 net HB 0 52133318 0 566 pp.
Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law

Judicial Review in Comparative Law
A. R. BREWER-CARIAS
This important new study deals with the subject of judicial review in a
comparative way. It examines the most important system of judicial means
and actions that could be sought before the courts by individuals to obtain
judicial control of legislation. Attention is paid to the constitutional systems of
the countries throughout the world.
£45.00 net HB 0 52133387 3 250 pp.
Cambridge Studies in International and Comparative Law

Cambridge
University Press

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU, UK.
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THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW

BULLETIN OF LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS

A fortnightly survey of legal events
worldwide and internationally

Are yon aware that in the last month
• The ECJ has held that national courts are bound to take EC Council

Recommendations into account in interpreting national law
• The Contracting Parties of the GATT have adopted a Panel Report on EC Oilseed

Subsidies that could have serious implications for the CAP Pricing Mechanism
• Decree 1200 has introduced the most sweeping liberalisation of Venezuela's

investment laws since World War II.
• Foreigners can now request the Swiss Police for access to information held on them.
• The US Supreme Court has upheld the exclusionary rule whereby illegally obtained

evidence is prohibited if the defendant does not testify.
Your clients might expect yon to be.

If you do not have ready access to this information you should know that the BULLETIN
OF LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS provides it. This fortnightly survey of international, EEC
and domestic legal developments is prepared by the research staff of The British Institute of
International and Comparative Law with contributions from national correspondents in
foreign jurisdictions.

Each fortnightly issue contains 12 pages of news obtained from journals, officialgazettes,
law reports, the press, government press releases and other reliable sources. The exact
source is always given so that a subscriber can follow up any item in which he is interested.
The cumulative index provides a ready reference to particular entries by topic and
jurisdiction.

The annual subscription to the BULLETIN OF LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS for 1990 is £75.
Those interested not merely in future but also in recent past developments may take out a
subscription for 1989 backcopies and cumulative index for £67.50.

ORDER FORM

Annual Subscription for 1990 £75.00 •

Backcopy Subscription for 1989 £67.50 D

Name

Firm or institution

Address

Telephone

Please return to: The British Institute of International and Comparative Law
Charles Clore House, 17 Russell Square
London WC1B 5DR
Tel: 01.636.5802
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